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Ancient temple escape hidden objects game

WowEscape.com is a specialized developer and escape game editor. Have you ever imagined being locked in a room and challenged to go out using nothing but your intellectual ability? Escape game, is a type of point-and-click adventure game that requires a player to escape from a place, house or room by using the objects in that
environment. In WowEscape.com you can find all kinds of escape games for all kinds of people! We have a massive selection of the best free online escape games! Wowescape.com is the first website to release all new escape games every day. We do our best to offer the best escape games for the escape game audience.
WowEscape.com is a secure website to visit, as our website is also easy to use, and we mainly include games that meet the diverse demands of the escape game audience. In short, we offer the best online escape games that have been appreciated from the gaming community and experts. You can also give suggestions for us via
contact link to further improve the quality of the games and website. With a team of highly professional and experienced creative art production and programming teams, we are delivering the best online escape games to the world. We are dedicated to exceling in our services and working on delivering high quality escape games. We
strongly support, as well as encourage our users and gaming companies to download, and use our games for their business and pleasure purposes. Home » New Escape Games » Ancient Hindu Temple Escape Express Your Feeling About the Game! This app is only available in the App Store for iPhone and iPad. Do you like solving
interesting puzzles? Are you a crazy fan of adventures, mysteries and escape game puzzles? Then Hidden Escape: Lost Temple, the best escape adventure game is definitely for you! Start your journey, unravel a secret, and solve interesting puzzles with an amazing story and an impressively illustrated background! Enter true adventure,
suspense and excitement. Embark on a dangerous journey with Le and Liam to quench your thirst for adventure, mystery, suspense and excitement. Le and Liam have a raw map and a cryptex that could be a key to entering the sealed temple. Can Liam find and protect the scepter from falling into the wrong hands? Hidden Escape: Lost
Temple game is one of the best free adventure escape games that are designed to give you an exceptional feeling and excitement of adventure. Each puzzle and scene has been seamlessly designed for everyone who loves adventure, puzzles, puzzles and mystery. So, don't wait any longer - enter the adventure right away and explore
the trip! Features: Immerse yourself in the unique story and start your adventure journey. - Solve exciting puzzles and find hidden objects! - 6 unique and exciting levels to play – 65+ exciting puzzles to play – Intuitive mini-hidden puzzle games – 120+ inventories to collect – Spectacular graphics! - Intense background music and sounds! -
Earn daily rewards - It's No registration, no hassle, just download and play. - The game is located in English, Spanish, French, German, Portuguese, Japanese, Chinese (Simplified/Traditional), and Russian. - Includes tips and other tips and tricks to help you along the way! Download the Lost Temple game for free to start your mystery
quest and walk the dark roads to find the most sought after scepter – this is simply an expedition you can't miss! About Vincell Studios: We are a mobile gaming company with an expert team of passionate developers who seamlessly combine experience with cutting-edge technology to build mind-blowing games according to the latest
gaming trends. Follow us on: Facebook: www.facebook.com/vincellstudiosTwitter: www.twitter.com/vincellstudiosInstagram: www.instagram.com/vincellstudiosYouTube: www.youtube.com/vincellstudiosRate the Hidden Escape in the App Store; talk to us and share your feedback on support@vincellstudios.com December 19, 2020
Version 2.0.4 Even though it took a lot of elements from other games, I can tell from the puzzle and art design and the fact that your controls are smooth that you have serious potential. Apart from the title screen and the general concept, it's a different game from Haiku's, so you clearly have the ability to make a different game. And aside
from some notable exceptions (the concept of rusty lake spider web puzzles is fun and I think it should be used more often, but copying exactly the same design? I'll take it.) you can clearly make puzzles. So I say keep going! Let yourself be done things that are yours, you don't need to copy others, you have enough talent. Good luck.
Hello, Thank you very much for your comments. Your positive feedback is the real energy booster for the team. We love all the feedback we received, but your feedback gave us a big boost today. We are working to add more interesting twists and puzzles in the game. Stay connected with us for updates. Hoping to see higher grades next
time. I enjoyed the first temple, installed the gems and tried to pass through the portal. The game's closed. Now it resumes in that temple and the exit is open, but clicking on it returns a message there is nothing there. If I buy a track, it points directly to that exit. There's no way forward. The developer contacted me, so I decided to try
again. I had done the game twice with the previous result and I deleted it. I reinstalled it today and got to the same point (I'm good at this for now!). I clicked on the exit, received the message tell your friends and then I got to the map with an arrow at the next destination. He clicked on it and the game crashed sending me to my desk.
Without fear, I turn it on They sent me back to the temple scene, I hit the exit, I got the message, I got the map and...... success! I was able to get on with the game. It's something I've always wanted to do. Keep trying. Good game with good puzzles. Changing my rating to five stars. Thank you Hello, Thank you very much for Guest
reviews. Could you please email us at support@vincellstudios.com regarding your problem? This will help us better understand the problem to provide a proper solution. Thank you! For the hammer, I put the hammer and the wooden stick together. I later cut the vine, but it never ended up in my inventory and there was nothing to pick up.
So I couldn't finish the hammer. I had to start over and put the hammer together at once. There was another minor mistake, but I don't remember. The developer, Vincell Studios Inc., indicated that the app's privacy practices may include data handling as described below. For more information, see the developer's privacy policy. The
following data may be used to track you through applications and websites owned by other companies: Diagnosis of user content identifier usage data The following data may be collected, but is not linked to your identity: Privacy practices for diagnosing user content identifier usage data may vary, for example, depending on the
characteristics you use or your age. Learn more developer website App Support Privacy Policy Explore the ancient temple of the lost city and ancient castles! Find the truth about almost forgotten civilizations and secret societies. Play Secrets of the Ancient Hidden Objects Free Download Game and collect the evidence that will take you
to the track. Be the greatest explorer of all time! It's not enough to be an archaeologist, you have to have good detective skills to solve the mystery. Searching and Finding Hidden Objects game 2019 is the best challenge for the mind that will take you into the amazing world. Secrets of the Ancient World Hidden Objects Game Features:
adventure free game located in 15 languages!  Over 1000 hidden objects to find in this world of wonders!  Multiple levels with mystery places full of hidden objects!   &lt;2&gt; &lt;9&gt; Fantastic 3D game design that will leave you speechless!  Find the hidden object on the card below and click on it!  Click the magnifying glass
button to use help!  mobile phone only! - Zoom in on the image to find the objects!  Move the image when zooming in to find the hidden object!  Zoom out at any time to see the mystery scene again! Additional Features of mystery hidden object game:  Searching for images to find hidden objects quickly and easily!  Hidden Object
Silhouette –  challenging level to find items!  level of word fighting game – a difficult level to find hidden figures!  flashlight or a night mode level – use light to search for items !  Match Pairs – a new memory game – a new memory game For mind with cards!  Find the difference –  mini game to detect the difference between
photos!  time limit game – bonus level to train your brain and concentration!  Puzzle game – put the puzzle pieces together to make an image! Follow us on Facebook: object search game for women and men, boys and girls, will show you the magic of the lost world, completely unexplored and forgotten. Reproduce secrets of Ancient
World Hidden Objects Game, a new 2019 game that will bring you joy and fun from the last moment you start playing this fabulous brain game with hidden figures. If you are a fan of a marvel of the history of the ancient world and full that you have a spirit of an experienced adventurer, start this amazing quest and start searching and
finding hidden objects. The best mystery hidden object game full version free download! Visit places where the battles of the ancient world occurred and find the evidence that will help you tell the story. Secrets of the Ancient World Hidden Objects The game scenes are specially designed for everyone who loves mystery games, horror
movies and archaeology. Search for hidden objects through the hidden temple! Find hidden objects in images as long as you have the words, photos, or silhouettes of hidden shapes. Go through all levels of this magnificent search for mystery hidden objects. Enjoy the unforgettable adventure that will take you through the secret garden,
horrible places and crime scene where you need to search for hidden objects, cursed treasures and valuable relics. Then escape from there and stay safe! Fabulous hidden object escape game for adults free download! Rent a country house in the woods! Get ready for adventure - study the ancient maps and find all the tools that can help
you during the expedition. Walk through the enchanted forest and find the lost temple of doom. Look at your map and get the list of hidden objects you have to find to progress and reveal the truth of the lost city. There are a lot of mini hidden games in this secret ancient world hidden objects game that will help you improve your
concentration and kill your boredom. Finding the game level difference will challenge your search skills and increase your focus. Increase your vocabulary by changing the language of this educational game. Everything you've needed from an addictive game is in one place. Play for free now! Free!
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